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Are heroes eternal?
Main notion: myths and heroes

A broken Antique vase representing heroes Peleus and Phoenix
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"A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something bigger than oneself."
Joseph Campbell (1904 – 1987), mythologist, writer and lecturer.
“Old myths, old gods, old heroes have never died. They are only sleeping at the bottom of our mind, waiting
for our call. We have need for them. They represent the wisdom of our race."
Stanley Kunitz (1905 – 2006), American poet.
“To be a hero, you have to learn to be a deviant, because you're always going against the conformity of the
group. Heroes are ordinary people whose social actions are extraordinary. Who act.”
Philip Zimbardo (born in 1933), American psychologist
The Merriam-Webster dictionnary primarily defines a hero as “a mythological or legendary figure often of divine
descent endowed with great strength or ability” (great warriors like Achilles, for example” or simply “a person admired
for achievements and noble qualities” that is extraordinary people whose courage has crossed the ages to be make
them recognized as benefactors to society even today (we can think of Joan of Arc, Gandhi, Martin Luther King...).
However, heroes are not just inaccessible figures that would be difficult to imitate. Indeed, ordinary people -who can
be originally charcterized by their flaws- can become heroes, either by an act that resets our appreciation towards
them and make them “extraordinary” in our eyes, or by evolving in a positive way.
To this extent, we may be led to wonder what the ingredients to becoming and remaining “a hero” are. Furthermore,
we are invited to study the relation existing between the notion of hero and what makes a society consider certain
people as heroes in a given place and age and transmit their positive appreciation to the next generations.

FINAL TASK: You are a screenwriter, trying to sell your idea for a film about one of your real-life
personal heroes. Write a +/- 300 words short version of the scenario.
TARGET LEVEL: Ecrire / B2 « écrire des descriptions élaborées d’événements et d’expériences réels ou
imaginaires en indiquant la relation entre les idées dans un texte articulé et en respectant les règles du genre en
question »
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Learn more at https://ethnology.wordpress.com/category/european-tribeculturecountries/apulian/

STEP 1 – Heroes through time
ACTIVITY 1.1
LISTENING -READING King Arthur: chivalric hero or laughingstock?
Watch the extract. Then, read its transcript and explain why heroic figures (King Arthur in
particular) can lend themselves to comic representation.
“Constitutional Peasants” (taken from Monty Python’s Holy Grail!, 1975)
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvKIWjnEPNY

ACTIVITY 1.2

Back to reality… ?

LISTENING

Watch the video entitled “King Arthur’s Round Table revealed”
(uploaded by Heritage-Key.com on June 25th, 2010; source:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFKYBDT9dGc ) and say what you
have understood.

STEP 2 – From public enemy to hero…
ACTIVITY 2.1

RESEARCH-WRITING

Nelson Mandela

Write a +/- 200 biography on Nelson Mandela. Make sure to mention the reasons why he was sent
to jail and why he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
ACTIVITY 2.2

LISTENING

Nelson Mandela on screen

Watch a montage made of extracts from Mandela: the Long Walk to Freedom (Justin Chadwick,
2013) and Invictus (Clint Eastwood, 2009). Analyze how the camera work depicts the character as
a hero.
(check your OneDrive cloud on ecmorlaix.fr to get the four files)

STEP 3 – Can “anybody” be a hero?
ACTIVITY 3

SPEAKING

Remembering 9/11

Firefighters honour first responders of 9/11 Twin Towers Attacks, 11th September 2011

1. Who is honoured here and why?
2. Identify the focal point of the photograph. Comment on the photographer’s intention.
3. Discuss the heroic dimension of firefighters and first responders. Is there any difference in
the degree of heroism?

ACTIVITY 4

READING

A hero without a name

“The anonymous ‘hero’ of the M25”
(by BBC Trending, February 18th , 2015)
Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-31520246

A van driver being celebrated for an act of kindness on the roads has chosen to remain
anonymous.
After an Argos van driver pulled over to help a woman who'd broken down, he disappeared
without a trace. Gemma Elsey-Kail was so rattled after breaking down on Friday on the M25 - the
orbital motorway that loops around London - that when a van driver pulled over to shield her from
traffic, she forgot to ask for his full name. When the police arrived, the van driver continued his
journey, and she was none the wiser about his identity.
But that afternoon she took to Facebook to try and track him down. "I broke down on the
M25 today in an area with no hard shoulder. I rushed to get my baby and 4 year old onto the verge
while cars and trucks were swerving all around us," she wrote. "An Argos delivery driver pulled
behind us using his visible lorry as a way of preventing anyone going into our car... I didn't get his
number in all the panic so hopefully this can somehow reach him. He was our hero today."

The people of Facebook obliged, and the post spread like wildfire. It has now been shared
almost 20,000 times, and liked by more than 130,000 people. "That is so brave," read one
comment, and "a true gent" said another. Some were even concerned that if found, the driver
would face disciplinary action for the delay to his schedule. Either way, the search was afoot. The
post was picked up by Argos who began looking for more details. "I was completely shocked by
the response," Elsey-Kail tells BBC Trending. She hadn't predicted such a huge reaction to the
post. Finally, on Tuesday afternoon, the company confirmed that he had been found, and his
manager notified. The driver was "overwhelmed with your comments, thank you all" posted a
representative of the firm.
So who was the mystery man? We contacted Argos to request an interview, but with no luck.
The company tells us he does not want to be named because he is a "shy guy", who wants his act
of goodwill to remain anonymous.

1. Introduce the document.
2. Read the article and in your own words, briefly sum up what happened.
3. Comment upon the use of the inverted commas in the title.
4. Had you been in the man’s situation, would you have given your name? Why or why not?

FINAL TASK

WRITING

Inducting a hero into popular culture

You are a screenwriter, trying to sell your idea for a film about one of your real-life personal
heroes. Write a +/- 300 words short version of the scenario.



The hero you have chosen can be famous or anonymous.
You can hint at which famous actor or actress could be fit to play the role of the hero or the
heroine.

Assessment criteria
Check the criteria used at the exam.

